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### Leaders Of Pitt Athletics Donate Combined $500,000 University Of Pittsburgh’s Center For Vaccine Research

Jeff Capel, Pat Narduzzi, Lance White, and Heather Lyke, along with their families, have made a $500,000 donation to Pitt’s Center For Vaccine...

Source: KDKA-TV Online - May 06, 2020
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### Editorial: The invaluable gift of nursing

He University of Pittsburgh established its nursing school in 1939, with trustees looking ahead toward the tensions in Europe and Asia that would...

Source: Pittsburgh Tribune-Review - Online - May 05, 2020
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### General News

Professor researching Covid-19 was killed in an apparent murder-suicide, officials say
A University of Pittsburgh professor on the verge of making "very significant findings" researching Covid-19, according to the university,...

Source CNN Online - May 06, 2020

Pitt and CMU researchers developing low-cost 'Roboventilator' for pandemic

...ago Researchers from Carnegie Mellon University and the University of Pittsburgh are teaming up to address the ventilator shortage in the...

Source Tribune-Review Online/TribLIVE.com - May 05, 2020

Nursing schools pivot to online classes, pause clinical work

"Our students had a significant number of clinical hours behind them already, so there's no problem with them getting the hours," said Jacqueline...

Source Pittsburgh Business Times Online - May 06, 2020

Legislation introduced for COVID-19 racial equity task force

Lavelle said in Pennsylvania, African Americans are 11% of the population, yet account for 21% of reported COVID-19 related deaths. He said data...

Source WTAE-TV Online - May 05, 2020

CMU, Pitt team up to develop low-cost 'Roboventilators'

...May 5, 2020 Researchers at Carnegie Mellon University and the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine are developing a low-cost...

Source WTAE-TV Online - May 05, 2020

Carnegie Mellon, Pitt Researchers Launch 'Roboventilator' Project To Address Ventilator Shortage
(KDKA) - Researchers at Carnegie Mellon University and the University of Pittsburgh are developing a new, low-cost ventilator that will...

Source  KDKA-TV Online - May 05, 2020

April data to reflect region's peak unemployment rate

...will likely be much lower, according to Chris Briem with the University of Pittsburgh's Center for Social and Urban Research. "A lot of...

Source  Ellwood City Ledger Online - May 05, 2020

Allegheny County Council recognizes racism as 'public health crisis'

...gender in Pittsburgh compared with its counterparts across the U.S. That University of Pittsburgh report became the basis of Pittsburgh...

Source  Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - May 06, 2020